
Travel journaling has many benefits such as keeping the memories
alive. When we travel )and even more in as itinerant travellers), we
are exposed to many experiences, creating memories at each instant.  
With time, it happens they fade and we forget anecdotes. More
details you keep, easier it will be to remind yourself that moment in
your head and body. It can be a sound, a smell, something you learnt,
people you met, etc. 
This is a powerful tool in times of physical immobilisation or when
travel is not possible.  

"Journaling is the act of
expressing your deepest thoughts
and feelings by putting words to
your inner life and then putting

these words on paper. Journaling
is a mental, emotional and

spiritual exercise that helps you
build strong "emotional muscles"
to deal with life's difficulties and
uncertainties. In identifying your
negative thoughts and beliefs and
cultivating positive, healing ones

in their place, journaling helps
you discover your sense of

purpose and meaning in life, as
well as your relationship to a

higher power. "
William B. Salt II., MD

Be creative! 
A journal can table many form. Write down few words, keep some
tickets, voice record your stories, take pictures, draw, etc. Some
mobile App also exist to assit you such as Diaro. However those
tools won't have the safe effect on you later on. 
Mixing all of those solutions can re-activate all the senses and make  
this future experience extra special. 
Storytelling always existed. It is a way to leave a legacy to the next
generations, keeping track of what was possible or impossible in a
time in life. Do it as soon as you can! The best is in the evening so
the next day you start a new chapter. Highlight three points that you
loved the most to keep the best emotion into your body.  

TRAVEL JOURNALING
How to keep memories alive 
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'Inspire the world to evolve being the first involved' 

How ?

This is an example of
the travel journal I
create. I use
watercolours. 
For you it might
seems just being a
drawing but if share
the story behind it
would make all
sense. 

"Keep a diary and one day it'll
keep you."  

-Mae West-

https://www.sharecare.com/doctor/dr-bill-salt

